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0. Introduction

In this paper, I shall first give an account of  'language crossing', a verbal practice that has
not been very widely recognised in sociolinguistics (cf Rampton 1995a).  Then, with a
description in place, I shall consider some of crossing's more general implications for
research on code-switching.  More specifically, I will suggest that:
a) by focussing overwhelmingly on bilingual ingroups, research has traditionally tended

to neglect the emergence of new plural ethnicities, built in an acceptance of old ones
(Hall 1988).

b) To gain any purchase on the exploration and/or renegotiation of reality - in my
research, a reality of race stratification and division - full recognition needs to be
given to Gumperz' notion of metaphorical code-switching, though this needs some
further clarification, perhaps most profitably by being drawn into close association
with Bakhtin's notion of double-voicing (1984:181-204).

c) For the same reason, it would be helpful if code-switching research relaxed its
commitment to discovering coherence and systematicity in code-switching, and
attended more closely to incongruity and contradiction.  In the process, a clearer view
would emerge of the (not infrequent) local occasions when code alternation no longer
functions adequately as a contextualisation cue and instead becomes part of the 'main
action', an object of explicit political dispute (cf Goffman 1974:Ch7; Hewitt
1986:169,181)

d) To respond adequately to all three of these points, the notion of conversation used in
code-switching research needs to be a very broad one, and it is also essential to attend
to the representations of code-switching and language difference in artful
performance and the public media.

I would like to begin with the account of language crossing, starting with a preliminary
definition.

1. Language crossing: a preliminary definition

The term 'language crossing' (or 'code-crossing') refers to the use of a language which isn't
generally thought to 'belong' to the speaker.  Language crossing involves a sense of
movement across quite sharply felt social or ethnic boundaries, and it raises issues of
legitimacy that participants need to reckon with in the course of their encounter.  In line
with this, in the adolescent friendship groups where I studied it (Rampton 1995a),
crossing either occasioned, or was occasioned by, moments and activities in which the
constraints of ordinary social order were relaxed and normal social relations couldn't be
taken for granted.

2. Some examples

The examples of crossing that follow come from a research project which used the
methodologies of ethnographic and interactional sociolinguistics to examine four closely
interrelated dimensions of socio-cultural organisation: language, seen both as a central
element in social action, and as a form of knowledge differentially distributed across
individuals and groups; the interaction order mapped out by Erving Goffman; institutional
organisation, encompassing domains, networks, activity types, social roles and normative
expectations; and social knowledge specifically as this relates to race and ethnicity.  Two
years of fieldwork focused on one neighbourhood of the South Midlands, with 23 eleven
to thirteen year olds of Indian, Pakistani, African Caribbean and Anglo descent in 1984,
and approximately 64 fourteen to sixteen year olds in 1987.  Methods of data-collection
included radio-microphone recording, participant observation, interviewing and
retrospective participant commentary on extracts of recorded interaction.  The analysis
was based on about 68 incidents of Panjabi crossing, about 160 exchanges involving
stylised Indian English, and more than 250 episodes where a Creole influence was clearly
detectable, and three significantly different contexts for language crossing were identified:
interaction with adults, interaction with peers, and performance art.

Here is the first example:
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Extract 1
ii

Participants: Ray [13 years old, male, of Anglo/African-Caribbean descent; wearing
radio-mike], Ian [12, male, Anglo descent], Hanif [12, male, Bangladeshi descent], others
Setting: 1984. Coming out of lessons into the playground at break.  Ian and Ray are best
friends.  Stevie Wonder is a singer whose song 'I just called to say I love you' was very
famous.  Ray has a bad foot - cf line 17. (Extr III.13)

 1 Ray  : IA::N::

 2 Hanif: (             )

 3 Ian  : ((from afar)) RAY THE COO:L RAY THE COO:L

 4 Hanif: yeh Stevie Wonder YAAA  ((laughs loudly))

 5 Ray  :              |it's worser than that

 6 Ian  : ((singing)): |I just called to say

 7 Hanif: ha (let's) sing (him) a song

 8 Ian  : I hate you

 9 Hanif: ((loud laughs))

10 Anon : ((coming up)) (  ) are you running for the school (.)

11 Ray  : huh

12 Anon : are | you running for the school=

13 Ray  :     | no

14 Anon : =|I am

15 Ian  :  |he couldnt run for th- he couldn't |run for the school

16 Ray  :                                      | SHUT UP =

17 Ray  : =I couldn- I don wan- |I can't run anyway

18 Hanif:                       |right we're wasting our |time=

19 Ian  :                                                |I did=

20 Hanif: =|come on       (we're) wasting our time=

21 Ian  :  |you come last (     )

22 Hanif:   =|[m√m√m√˘]
23 Anon :    |I came second

24 Ian  : ((singing)) I just called to say | I got    | a big=

25 Ray  :                                  |I hate you|

26 Ian  : =[lullA˘ ]
          ((Panjabi for 'willy'))

27 Hanif and others: ((loud laughter))

28 Ray  : ((continuing Ian's song)) so's Ian Hinks (1.5)

29        ((Ray laughs)) no you haven't you got a tiny one (.)

30        you've only got (a      arse)

In this extract, Ian directs some Panjabi abuse at his good friend Ray, and among other
things, the formulaic use of song helps to ensure that it is understood as ritual and jocular,
not personal and serious (cf Labov 1972b; Goodwin & Goodwin 1987).

iii
  When he starts

out in lines 6 and 8, he seems to be identifying himself with the first person expressed in
the song, but when he repeats it in lines 24 and 26, it looks as though he's putting the
words in Ray's mouth rather than claiming the 'I' for himself - certainly, Ray's retaliation
in line 28 suggests that it's him that has been attributed the item in Panjabi, not Ian.
Whatever, Ian comes off best in their brief exchange of ritual abuse: Ian's [l√llA]  upstages

Ray's effort to preempt him in line 25; it is Ian who wins an enthusiastic response from
third parties in line 27; and in lines 29 and 30, Ray evidently judges his own immediate
retort (line 28) as itself rather weak.

Here is a somewhat different example of Panjabi crossing, this time centred
around bhangra, a form of Panjabi music which was a major youth cultural force in the
neighbourhood [cf Rampton 1995a:Ch10]) :

Extract 2
Participants: Sally [15 years old, female, Anglo descent; wearing radio-mike], Gurmit [15,
female, Indian descent], Lorraine [15, female, Anglo descent], AnonA [female, Anglo],
AnonP (female, Panjabi] (Names have been altered).
Setting: 1987.  Dinnertime, sitting outside.  One of the girls has a cassette player and is
listening to bhangra on headphones.  These headphones are fairly inefficient and the
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music can be overheard by everyone.  During the interaction, there seems to be some play
about who the bhangra cassette actually belongs to - cf. lines 19-24 (Extract IV.5)

23 Sally : ((high pitch)) cor who's song's this can I listen

24 ?     : ((odd laugh))

25 Gurmit: ((laughing lightly)) Lorraine's

26 AnonP : ((?light laugh?))

27 Sally : is it Lorraine's

28 Gurmit: ((laughing lightly)) yeh

29 AnonA : (no it isn't)

30 Sally : ((calling out)) OH LORRAINE |EH LORRAINE HAS IT GOT=

31 ?     :                             |(                )

32 ?     :                             |you want the other side

33 Sally : =((f.)) [kenu mInu] ON it
           ((words from a Panjabi song meaning 'she said to me'))

34 ?     : ((the cassette is changed over to the other side, and

           after this, music can be faintly heard on my recording up

           until line 74.))

35 AnonA : it's got ((singing)) [h´Uli h´Uli ]

36 Sally : ((sings)) [kennu mennu] I love-
37 Anon- : HELLO

38 Gurm. : oh that

39 Sally : ((speaking)) my favourite song that is you know

40 Gurm. : ((p.)) it's from Heera ((a very popular bhangra group)) (.)

41 Sally : is it on here  (1.0)

42 Gurm. : no not on here (1.0)

43 Sally : ((sings pp.)) [u´R tS´ti he] ((speaking)) ((p.)) that's a
44         good 'un as well  (.) Imran likes that one  (.)

45         ((louder:)) what's on that side (2.5)

46         ((overhearing a song)) I LIKE THIS ONE

47 AnonA : let me listen (1.0) what is it

48 Sally : ((very quietly)) go on (2.0)

49 Gurm. : I| better have a check  (.)

50 AnonA :  |oh this is the one I like  (.) Gurmit (.)

51         ((quietly, at a high pitch)): (      )

52 Anon  : ((short half laugh)) (2.5)

53 Sally : Imran's got this (2.0)

54 ?     : ((p.)) aah aah (5.0)

Both from interview data and from a close analysis of this discussion in its entirety, it was
clear that Panjabi adolescents were generally unenthusiastic when white youngsters
displayed an interest in bhangra, and in this extract, this is intimated by their refusal to
produce second assessments to Sally's positive evaluations in lines 39, 43 & 44
(Pomerantz 1984)

iv
.  In fact, how was it that Sally managed to continue her discussion of

bhangra for another 40 turns or so, sporadically repeating the positive assessments and
getting comparable non-responses?

v

Up to a point, she may have been sustained in her discussion by elements of both
agreement and competition between her and the other white girl, AnonA.  But the
activity type that they were engaged in - listening to music - was also important.
Listening to music, talk could be rather desultory, with only a rather loose interpersonal
focus.  Goffman's description of 'open states of talk' fits with this activity:

"[when] an open state of talk [develops], participants [have] the right but not the
obligation to initiate a little flurry of talk, then relapse back into silence, all this with
no apparent ritual marking, as though adding but another interchange to a chronic
conversation in progress" (1981:134-5).

In open states of talk, there is less pressure to attend to what other people say and
minimal or non-responses can seem less offensive.  In Extract 2, the primary
participation framework sometimes consisted of the recorded musicians and each girl
attending separatelyvi

, and this could soften any offence when Sally and AnonA's
evaluations failed to meet with affiliative second assessments - there were other activities
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going on (the songs) that also had a le.g.itimate hold on the attention of their
interlocutors

vii
.

Listening to music also provided an opportunity for response cries and self-talk,
in which participants produced utterances that could be taken as merely auditing the
music's development.  As Goffman 1981 makes clear, response cries and self-talk are
actually styled to be overheard in a gathering, they are often adjusted to their audience's
sensitivities, and they can provide bystanders with a licence to start interacting verbally
(1981:97-8).  But on the surface at least, they don't seem to be recipient-directed, they
are sequentially non-implicative, and as such, they were a convenient vehicle for
tentative Panjabi crossing.  Unlike the first part of an adjacency pair, self-talk didn't
force any show of bilingual acceptance or rejection, and so the failure to elicit a response
didn't need to entail any loss of face.  Sally and AnonA's utterances in lines 50,51 and 53
could certainly be taken as music-focussed response cries and self-talk.

The third example of language crossing involves Creole:

Extract 3
Participants: Asif [15, male, Pakistani descent, wearing the radio-microphone], Alan [15,
male, Anglo descent], Ms Jameson [25+, female, Anglo descent], and in the background,
Mr Chambers [25+, male, Anglo descent]
Setting: 1987.  Asif and Alan are in detention for Ms Jameson, who was herself a little
late for it.  She is explaining why she didn't arrive on time, and now she wants to go and
fetch her lunch.  (Extr II.17)

80 Ms J: I had to to and see the headmaster

81 Asif: why

82 Ms J: (         ) (.) none of your business

83 Alan: a- about us (               )

84 Ms J: ((p.)) no   I'll be | back

85 Asif:                     | ((f.)) hey how can you see the=

86       = headmaster when he was in dinner (.)

87 Ms J: ((quietly) that's precisely why I didn't see him

88 Asif: what (.)

89 Ms J: I'll be back in a second with my lunch | (         )

90 Asif:                                        | ((ff.)) NO [ ]=

91       = ((f.)) dat's sad man (.)  (I'll b     ) =

92       = I | had to miss my play right  I've gotta go

93 Alan:     | (             with  mine         )

94       (2.5) ((Ms J must now have left the room))

95 Asif: ((Creole influenced)) ((f.)) l::unch (.) you don't need no=

                                     [l˘˘√ntS]
96       = lunch | not'n grow anyway ((laughs))

                 | [nat?n g®´U]
97 Alan:         | ((laughs))

98 Asif: have you eat your lunch Alan

Lines 80-88 involve a verbal tussle in which Asif and Alan use questions to
undermine the positions that Ms Jameson stakes out in what she says.  Asif's question in
line 81 treats the account she gives of her late arrival as inadequate; she rebutts his inquiry
as illegimate in line 82 but this is then undermined by Alan in lines 83 and 84; and in lines
85-87, Ms Jameson is delayed in the departure she announced in line 84 by a question that
upgrades the query over her initial excuse into an explicit challenge.  All this time, she
has been locked into the interaction by the adjacency structures set up by the boys'
questions, but at line 89, she breaks out of this pattern, ignores Asif's line 88 repair
initiation, again announces her departure and leaves without saying anything more.  With
the cooperative exchange structure now disrupted and Ms Jameson apparently
disattending to him, Asif launches into some 'muttering' 'afterburn':

"Afterburn [...] is [...] a remonstrance conveyed collusively by virtue of the fact that
its targets are in the process of leaving the field [...] when one individual finds that
others are conducting themselves offensively in their current dealings with him, he
can wait until they have closed out the interchange with him and turned from the
encounter, and then he can express what he 'really' feels about them [...] he may turn
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to a member of his encounter and flood into directed expression" (Goffman
1971:152-3);
"In muttering we convey that although we are now going along with the line
established by the speaker (and authority), our spirit has not been won over, and
compliance is not to be counted on" (Goffman 1981:93)

In this refusal to submit to the unjust Miss Jameson, Asif uses some Creole/Black English.
Admittedly, it can sometimes be hard trying to distinguish Creole from the local
multiracial vernacular, and Asif's stopped TH in 'dat's sad man' is ambiguous.  But in lines
95 & 96, he uses a characteristically Creole unrounded front open vowel in "not" (cf
Wells 1982:576; Sebba 1993:153-4), and the stretched L in his first 'lunch' maybe
connects with a black speech feature noted by Hewitt in South London (1986:134).

The last example of crossing also relates to a breach of conduct, though here the
putative offender is a younger pupil and the language used is a variety I've called stylised
Asian English:

Extract 4
Participants and setting: At the start of the school year, Mohan [15 years, male, Indian
descent, wearing radio-microphone], Jagdish [15, male, Indian descent] and Sukhbir [15,
male, Indian descent] are in the bicycle sheds looking at bicycles at the start of the new
academic year.  Some new pupils run past them. (III.3)

1 Sukh: STOP RUNNING AROUND YOU GAYS (.)

2 Sukh: |((laughs))

3  Moh: | EH (.) THIS  IS  NOT  MIDD(LE SCHOOL) no more (1.0)

       [aI    dIs  Iz ˜åˇh mIÍ         n´U mç˘]
4       this  is  a  re spective (2.0)

      [dIs Iz  ´ ®´spektIv]
5     : (school)

6  Moh:  school (.) yes (.) took the words out my mouth (4.5)

In this extract, Mohan was claiming that the norms of conduct appropriate to secondary
pupils during breaktime had been broken, and here, Goffman's account of remedial
interchanges (1971:95-187) helps to explain the way that stylised Asian English (SAE)
figured in the episode.  Goffman argues that two kinds of issue arise when infractions
occur.  One of these is 'substantive', relating to practical matters such as the offender
making amends and the offended showing that they are not going to accept the way they
have been treated.  The other kind of issue is ritual, which in contrast, is concerned with
the way in which participants display their more general respect and regard for social
norms and personal preserves (Goffman 1971:95-98, 100, 116) - here the concern is with
"indicating a relationship, not compensating a loss" (1971:118).

In line 1, the initial noticing of the infraction was announced by a normal
vernacular English 'prime' - an attempt to get the (putative) offender to provide a remedy
which they might do by desisting, apologising and/or giving an explanation (Goffman
1971:154ff, 109-114).  Propositionally, the utterance in line 3 only reminded the
(disappearing) addressee that old rules of conduct no longer applied, but the switch to
stylised Asian English made a symbolic proclamation about the transgression's relation to
a wider social order.  In switching away from his normal voice to SAE, Mohan aligned the
offence with a more general social type, so that the offending act was now cast as a
symptom.  SAE was stereotypically associated with limited linguistic and cultural
competence (Rampton 1995a:Chs 2.3, 3 & 6) and the switch implicitly explained the
transgression by imputing diminished control and responsibility to the offender.  In doing
so, it achieved the same effect as a sanction: "the significance of [...] rewards and
penalties is not meant to lie in their intrinsic worth but in what they proclaim about the
[actor's] moral status [...] and [their] compliance with or deviation from rules in general"
(Goffman 1971:95,98).

3. Crossing: The definition elaborated

Two things seem to run through all four of these examples (as well as many more).
Firstly, the speakers moved outside the language varieties they normally used, and they
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briefly adopted codes which they didn't have full and easy access to.  Admittedly, there
were important differences in the extent to which they incorporated these other varieties
into their habitual speech.  But acts of this kind were frequently commented on (with
varying degrees of both enthusiasm and disapproval), and constraints on the use of both
Creole and SAE were evident in the fact that white and Panjabi youngsters generally
avoided Creole in the company of black peers, while white and black peers hardly ever
used SAE to target Panjabis.

Secondly, these appropriations occurred in moments and activities when "the
world of daily life known in common with others and with others taken for granted"
(Garfinkel 1984:35) was problematised or partially suspended.  These interruptions to the
routine flow of normal social order took a wide range of different forms, and varied very
considerably in their scale and duration (see Rampton 1995a for comprehensive
exemplification).  Crossing occurred:
- in the vicinity of interactional breaches, delicts and transgressions (Extracts 3 & 4);
- in ritual abuse, which works by suspending considerations of truth and falsity (cf

Labov 1972b; Goodwin & Goodwin 1987; Extract 1);
- in open states of talk, self-talk and response cries, which constitute time away from

the full demands of respectful interpersonal conduct (Goffman 1981:81,85,99)
(Extract 2);

- at the boundaries of interactional enclosure, when the roles and identities for ensuing
interaction were still relatively indeterminate (Goffman 1971:Ch 7; Laver 1975,
1981; Rampton 1995a:Ch 3.3);

- in games, where there was an agreed relaxation of routine interaction's rules and
constraints (Handelman 1977; Turner 1982:56; Sutton-Smith 1982) (Rampton
1995a:Chs 6.7, 7.2);

- in the context of performance art (cf Gilroy 1987:210-216) (Rampton 1995a:Part
III);

- and in cross-sex interaction, which in a setting where everyday recreation was single
sex and where many parents discouraged unmonitored contact between adolescent
girls and boys, itself seemed special, unusually vested with both risk and promise
(Shuman 1993:146) (Rampton 1995a:Chs. 7.7, 10.8).

We can summarise this relationship with moments and events in which the hold of
routine assumptions about social reality was temporarily loosened by saying that crossing
was intricately connected with what Turner calls 'liminality' and the 'liminoid'viii

.
These two points support each other and permit at least two inferences.  Firstly,

the intimate association with liminality meant that crossing never actually claimed that
the speaker was 'really' black or Asian - it didn't finally imply that the crosser could move
unproblematically in and out of the friends' heritage language in any new kind of open
bicultural code-switching.  Secondly, crossing's location in the liminoid margins of
interactional and institutional space implied that in the social structures which were
dominant and which adolescents finally treated as normal, the boundaries round ethnicity
were relatively fixed.

Even so, these boundaries weren't inviolable, and quite plainly, adolescents didn't
submit reverentially to absolutist ideas about ethnicity being fixed at birth or during the
early years of socialisation.  Language crossing cannot be seen as a runaway
deconstruction of ethnicity, emptying it of all meaning, but its influence wasn't left
unquestionned, invisibly and incontrovertibly pervading common sense.  Crossing was an
established interactional practice that foregrounded inherited ethnicity itself, and in doing
so, it at least partially destabilised it.  In Bourdieu's terms, crossing can be seen as a form
of 'heretical discourse' which broke the doxic authority of the idea that ethnically, you are
what you're born and brought up (1977:168-70; 1990:129).  As such, crossing warrants
close attention in sociological discussion of the emergence of 'new ethnicities of the
margins', multiracial ethnicities 'predicated on difference and diversity' (Hall 1988)ix

.
But what relevance does crossing have for sociolinguistic research on

code-switching?  I would like to make four points.

4 Crossing's relevance to research on code-switching
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4.1 From switching between one's own languages to switching into other
people's

As the previous section tried to make plain, language crossing seemed to be poised at the
juncture of two competing notions of group belonging.  On the one hand, crossing was a
significant practice in the negotiation of an emergent sense of multiracial youth
community.  But at the same time, this sense of multiracial adolescent community was
itself fragile, set around by ethnic absolutism, a powerful common sense in which Creole
was Caribbean and Panjabi Panjabi, and it seemed to be this tension that generated the
feeling of anomaly in language crossing, pressing it into the liminal margins of everyday
interactional practice.

Interpreted in this way, language crossing represents a cultural dynamic that
merits rather more attention in code-switching research than it has perhaps hitherto
received.

In the past, studies of code-switching have generally tended to focus on the
conduct of groups in which the use of two or more languages is a routine expectation,
either because people have grown up with a multilingual inheritance, or because they have
moved into areas or institutions where the use of additional languages is an unremarked
necessity (e.g. Blom & Gumperz 1972; Gal 1979; Duran (ed) 1981; Grosjean 1983; Auer
1988; Romaine 1988; cf. Woolard 1988:69-70).  Because of this emphasis on languages
which are unexceptional within the ingroup, code-switching research has often provided a
rather restricted notion of ethnic processes, tending to focus only on variation in the
salience and cultural contents of ethnic categories, not on ethnic recategorisation, on the
exploration or adoption of alternative or competing ethnicities.  In a great deal of code-
switching research (as indeed in a lot of research on intercultural communication),
participants are seen as having a rather limited choice: (a) they can maintain and/or
embrace and cultivate the ethnicity they have inherited, or (b) they can deemphasise or
abandon it, so that ethnicity drops from the repertoire of identities available and
meaningful to them.  The study of language crossing throws light on a further option:
exploring other people's ethnicities, embracing them and/or creating new ones (cf.
Rampton 1995a:Ch11.6, 1995b).

Although it isn't a major thematic interest in code-switching research, there is in
fact a growing number of studies which suggest that this third kind of interethnic process
is very far from rare.  Hewitt's (1986) study of white Creole users in South London was an
important precedent for my own research, and in cultural studies and anthropology, it has
also now been followed by Jones 1988 and Back 1996.  Elsewhere, broadly comparable
accounts of the intricate sociolinguistics of social and/or ethnic redefinition have been
produced by the Hills on Nahuatl and Spanish in Mexico (Hill and Hill 1986, Hill and
Coombs 1981), by Heller on French and English in Canada (1988, 1992), by Woolard on
Castilian and Catalan in Catalonia (1988, 1989), and by Cheshire and Moser on English
and French in Switzerland (1994) (see also Haarmann 1989; Eastman and Stein 1993).
Many of the language practices involved in these interethnic dynamics are broadly
aspirational, with the participants moving towards codes and identities that are prestigious
and powerful, at least within one or two sociolinguistic domains.  But as in the data
presented in Section 2 above, the multivalent processes of socio-symbolic repositioning
involved in other-language use extend much further than this, encompassing aversive
caricature, as in Secondary Foreigner Talk (Ferguson 1975; Valdman 1981; Hinnenkamp
1984, 1987; Hill 1993, 1995), as well perhaps as the use of varieties which people feel
that they are losing in situations of advanced language shift (cf. Mertz 1989 on Gaelic in
Nova Scotia).  The sense of anomaly that I have proposed as a defining feature of
language crossing can also give rise to very different strategies of socio-symbolic
alignment: 'passing', in which a person fabricates claims to a natural inheritance of the
language they're adopting (e.g. Hewitt 1986:165,195; Trosset 1986:187-9 on second
language learners of Welsh; also Garfinkel 1984:125,136-7); 'refusal', in which people try
to reject any involvement with a language close at hand (Hinnenkamp 1980; Heller
1992:130-3); and also a great deal of metalinguistic debate, play and commentary (e.g.
Hill and Coombs 1981).
 Indeed, there is one area of linguistic study where the empirical processes
surrounding language crossing are absolutely central: Second Language Acquisition
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research (SLA).  There are however major differences between SLA and code-switching
research in terms of perspective and analytic idiom, and before it could be brought to bear
in any subtle and sensitive analysis of inter-ethnic processes, basic concepts and
approaches in SLA would need to be quite extensively refurbished.  Generally speaking,
SLA is experimental, not ethnographic; it is concerned with acquisition, not socialisation
(cf Cook-Gumperz 1986:55); and it focuses on assimiliation into dominant cultures, not
resistance or the spread of minority onesx

.  The effect of any attempt to reconceptualise
SLA along the lines of language crossing would be to place social boundary negotiation
right at the heart of the second language learning process, and this would require analysis
of the relationship between the groups on either side of a boundary, the boundary's
strength and character, the wider processes maintaining or diminishing the boundaries, the
bridge building resources, the interests of participants in either getting to the other side or
just peering across, and finally of course, the interactional practices with which this
sensitivity to boundaries was inextricably entwined.  The methodologies developed in
code-switching research would be a vital resource in this endeavour, and Auer's descriptive
apparatus looks like an especially valuable opening (1988).  The practical outcomes from
a reconfiguration of this kind could also be quite significant.  As I have elaborated at some
length, it seemed easiest for adolescents to use other languages in liminal moments when
the hold of everyday assumptions was relaxed.  How does this square with Communicative
Language Teaching, which is still probably the prevailing orthodoxy in second language
pedagogy?  The Communicative approach stresses the importance of authentic settings,
real tasks, real audiences and language functions drawn from everyday life - in other
words, precisely the conditions that led adolescents to avoid the use of other languages in
the peer group I investigated.

Those then are some observations which point to and advocate an extension in
the empirical agenda of code-switching research, together with some (rather
expansionist!) comments on SLA, a research paradigm that studies processes similar to
language crossing through very different lenses.  Rather than looking at or beyond the
current boundaries of research on code-switching, the next three points address issues of
conceptualisation within its heartlands.

4.2 The importance of 'metaphorical code-switching' (or 'double-voicing')
Language crossing clearly demonstrates the value of Gumperz' early distinction between
situational and metaphorical code-switching (Blom & Gumperz 1972), and it allows the
latter to be elaborated in terms of Bakhtin's notion of double-voicing.

The distinction between situational and metaphorical code-switching has been
glossed in a number of ways.  On the one hand, metaphorical switches have been
characterised as typically brief and intrasentential, initiating or 'bringing about' new
contexts, while on the other, situational switches are often seen as larger, longer and
responsively tied to contexts that are relatively fixed and 'brought along'.  There,
however, are at least three significant problems with these attempts to define the
difference.

Firstly, the recognition that all contexts are socio-cognitive constructs
accomplished or at least ratified in interaction has been one major source of difficulty,
since in one version of the distinction, only metaphorical switches are negotiated in
interaction (cf Auer 1984:90-1).  Secondly, the distinction between switches that initiate
a new context and those that simply respond to prior changes in the situation (e.g. Bell
1984:182-3) is difficult to maintain if proxemic communication is considered, since this
often operates as a prelude to verbal action, "enabling participants to both project and
negotiate what is about to happen" (Duranti & Goodwin 1992:7).  In this context, a
purely verbal recording can be misleading, and what looks like a initiation on audio-tape
may actually be responding to contexts proposed on another semiotic level (cf Auer
1992:4-21).  Thirdly, the temptation to regard any brief, intra-sentential language switch
as metaphorical (e.g. Gumperz 1982:60-62,98; Fishman 1972:42; Genishi 1981:137;
McLure 1981:70; Breitborde 1983:10) ignores the fact that there are many occasions
when the cooccurrence expectations constituting our sense of everyday reality are
collectively suspended for quite substantial periods, and during these times, the
double-vision characteristic of metaphorical switching (see below) can be collaboratively
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sustained and elaborated by a number of participants.  Indeed it may well be that certain
groups of speakers participate in these kinds of 'metaphorical situation' more than others
- adolescents being a case in point.

In view of difficulties such as these, Gumperz's earlier distinction has fallen into
some disuse, being replaced instead by the catch-all term 'conversational code-switching'
(Gumperz 1982:Ch 4; Auer 1984).  Coming from the data on crossing, however, this
seems premature, and in attempting to provide a more coherent account capable of
rehabilitating the metaphorical/situational dichotomy, we can begin with the notion of
violated cooccurrence expectations.

The notion of violated cooccurrence expectations does in fact already feature in
Gumperz's definition of metaphorical code-switching (1982:98), although there is at least
one way in which it is leaves the dichotomy equally opaque.  In so far as all
code-alternation involves a switch, establishing "a contrast and thereby indicat[ing] that
something new is going to come" (Auer 1992:32), metaphorical and situational
code-switching both involve a disruption of cooccurrence expectations.   But if we shift
our focus away from the code juxtaposition itself to the inferences that it generates, the
notions of metaphor and violated expectation take us to the heart of language crossing.

In most of the cases that Auer describes, code-alternation would appear to elicit
only rather limited amounts of inferential work.  Once they have resolved the initial
interruption to the contextual frames prevailing hitherto, participants find little to
contradict their basic assumptions about orderly conduct.  Recipients reconcile themselves
to switches through the kinds of 'discourse-' and 'participant-related' interpretation that
Auer proposes (1988), a new footing is initiated and the flow of unexceptional
cooccurrence patterns can continue, albeit now in a slightly different gear.  In contrast,
language crossing involved a more fundamental contravention of routine expectations - it
entailed a disjunction between speaker and code that couldn't be readily accommodated as
a normal part of ordinary social reality (cf. Section 3), and as such, it didn't allow
participants to settle into the newly introduced contextual frame as an easy basis for
routine interaction.

These cases allow us, then, to reformulate the situational/ metaphorical code-
switching distinction as follows:
- 'situational' code-switching can be seen as a relatively routine contextualisation cue, in

which speakers introduce (and recipients accept) a new but fairly familiar and
accessible definition of the situation; in contrast,

- metaphorical code-switching denies the recipient an easy footing for subsequent
interaction.  Like figurative language generally, it involves a violation of
co-occurrence expectations which makes it difficult for recipients to end their search
for meaning in the relatively neat solutions normally achieved with ordinary
discourse, it instead requires them to run through a much more extensive set of
possible inferences (Sperber 1975; Levinson 1983:109), and it provides the recipient
with no simple answer to the question 'What next?' (Auer 1988).

Language crossing's frequent contradiction of the "world of daily life known in
common with others and with others taken for granted" makes it primarily a form of
metaphorical code-switching.  Admittedly, using this dichotomy to classify empirical
instances may well be difficult, but this is in fact no more than you would expect.   As
studies of dead and 'sleeping' metaphor make plain (e.g. Leech 1969; Lakoff and Johnson
1980), the distinction between the literal and the figurative, between the ordinary and the
exceptional, is highly variable and often ambiguous.  Seen as a form of metaphorical/
figurative code-alternation, this was certainly the case with language crossing, especially
with crossing into Creole.

While speaker and voice were quite easily differentiated with stylised Asian
English (see 'vari-directional double-voicing' below), this was often much harder when
Creole was used, and here crossing looked much more towards their fusion into a new
identity capable of holding an uncontested place in quotidian reality.  A range of factors
affected the extent to which crossers were able to project Creole as an authentic
expression of their identity in acts of serious self-contextualisation - who the speaker and
recipients were, what their relationship was, the degree of their involvement with black
culture, the particular occasion, the specific contours of the character being claimed and
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so forth (see Hewitt 1986:Ch5; Rampton 1995a:Chs 5, 8 & 9).  In some exchanges,
Creole only occurred in actions that were offered and taken as joking, while in others, the
same acts might be taken for real.  But what was clear was that social reality, and the
speaker's position within this, were the focus for some degree of interactional
renegotiation, and if code-switching research is to address the potentially creative
explorations of social order in which speakers sometimes engage, it needs to work with
some version of a situational versus metaphorical distinction.

In fact, the contrast between Asian English and Creole suggests that Bakhtin's
notion of double-voicing may be a useful way of starting to elaborate on the different
forms that 'metaphorical' code-switching can take (cf also Hill & Hill 1986).

Double-voicing is a term that Bakhtin uses to describe the effect on the utterance
of a plurality of often competing languages, discourses and voices.  With double-voicing,
speakers use someone else's discourse (or language) for their own purposes,

"inserting a new semantic intention into a discourse which already has [...] an
intention of its own.  Such a discourse[...] must be seen as belonging to someone else.
In one discourse, two semantic intention appear, two voices".(Bakhtin 1984:189)

There are several kinds of double-voicing, and one of these is described as 'uni-directional'.
With uni-directional double-voicing, the speaker uses someone else's discourse "in the
direction of its own particular intentions" (1984:193).  Speakers themselves go along
with the momentum of the second voice, though it generally retains an element of
otherness which makes the appropriation conditional and introduces some reservation
into the speaker's use of it.  But at the same time, the boundary between the speaker and
the voice they are adopting can diminish, to the extent that there is a 'fusion of voices'.
When that happens, discourse ceases to be double-voiced, and instead becomes "direct,
unmediated discourse" (1984:199).

Double-voicing in Creole generally seemed to be uni-directional.  Creole was much
more extensively integrated into multiracial peer group recreation than either stylised
Asian English or Panjabi: it had no place in the school curriculum and it was used much
more by members of ethnic outgroups.  Creole symbolised an excitement and an
excellence in youth culture that many adolescents aspired to, and it was even referred to
as 'future language'.  For a great deal of the time, there was certainly some reservation in
the way Creole was used by whites and Asians, and this was most noticeable in the way
that they generally avoided it in the presence of black peers.  Even so, crossers tended to
use Creole to lend emphasis to evaluations that synchronised with the identities they
maintained in their ordinary speech, and in line with this, as Hewitt underlines, their
Creole was often hard to disentangle from their local multiracial vernacular (Hewitt
1986:148,151).  In Bakhtin's terms, crossing in Creole came close to the point where uni-
directional double-voicing shifted over into direct unmediated discourse (for an example,
see Extract 3 and the commentary that accompanies it).

The opposite of uni-directional double-voicing is vari-directional double-voicing,
in which the speaker "again speaks in someone else's discourse, but [...] introduces into
that discourse a semantic intention directly opposed to the original one".  In
vari-directional double-voicing, the two voices are much more clearly demarcated, and
they are not only distant but also opposed (Bakhtin 1984:193).  This often seemed to be
the case with stylised Asian English.  From interviews and other evidence, it was clear
that Asian English stood for a stage of historical transition that most adolescents felt
they were leaving behind, and in one way or another, it consistently symbolised distance
from the main currents of adolescent life.  In line with this, stylised Asian English was
often used as what Goffman calls a "say-for" (1974:535) - a voice not being claimed as
part of the speaker's own identity but one that was relevant to the identity of the person
being addressed or targetted (cf Extract 4, & Rampton 1995a for many other examples).

Returning to Gumperz's work, it looks as though the uni-directional vs
vari-directional distinction might actually be quite a useful way of distinguishing different
kinds of metaphorical code-switching, although terminologically, this comparison
suggests (a) that it might be worth using 'figurative code-switching' as a broad label to
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contrast with 'situational switching', and then (b) using 'metaphorical' switching as a
subdivision within 'figurative' switching.

According to Leech (1969), when people process metaphors, they work on the
assumption that the figurative meaning is somehow complementary to the literal
meaning.  In contrast, the interpretation of irony works on the assumption that
figurative and literal meaning are somehow in contrast/ opposition.  Shifting over to
bilingual language use, the element of complementarity in metaphor aligns it with
uni-directional double-voicing, while the dimension of contrast in irony links into the
vari-directional type.   In sum, if one wanted to use the term metaphor in relation to
code-switching, it might be best to regard it as a subtype of figurative code-switching, as in
the following scheme:

              / \
           /    \

                      situational code-switching      figurative code-switching
                                            ( = double-voicing)
                                                                     /                       |

     /                   |
                                                 metaphorical                ironic
                                                  code-switching                 code-switching
             (uni-directional double-voicing)               (vari-directional double-
voicing)

In this subsection and the last (4.1 & 4.2), I have suggested a need to repair two
areas of relative neglect in code-switching research: firstly, an under-emphasis on cross-
ethnic switching into outgroup languages, and secondly, a movement away from
metaphorical switching as an analytic concept.  These two tendencies may in fact be
linked.  Both of them stress anomaly, incongruity and contradiction as central issues, and
in doing so, they maybe don't fit in very easily with what has probably been the prevailing
ethos in code-switching research.

4.3 Beyond competence, coherence and contextualisation
For the last 20 years or so, research on code-sitching has waged war on deficit models of
bilingualism and on pejorative views of syncretic language use by insisting on the integrity
of language mixing and by examining it for its grammatical systematicity and pragmatic
coherence.  Achieving this emphasis on the integrity of code-switching has (a) required
some explicit self-distancing from research on second language acquisition, which is
always likely to construe code-alternation as interference and incompetence (Gumperz
1982:64-5).  It has also been accomplished (particularly in work influenced by Gumperz)
by (b) locating linguistic systems within a larger of context of the semiotic resources and
the sense making procedures that interlocutors use in interaction - whether or not it
conforms to the grammatical rules of some extra-linguistically defined community, "there
must be some regularities and shared perceptions" if code-switching operates smoothly in
fluent conversation (Gumperz 1982:70).

There is much to be said for both of these strategies in the understanding and
legitimation of code-switching - as well as being morally worthwhile, they have been very
well supported by empirical evidence.  Nevertheless, the data on language crossing looks
like something of a complication, and up to a point at least, it runs against the grain of
both of these stances.

In the first place, language crossing frequently foregrounded second language
learning as an issue of active concern to participants themselves, both in the stereotype
of a linguistically incompetent speaker of English quite often projected in stylised Asian
English, and also in the play between instruction and deceit that constituted a lot of the
pleasure in intergroup Panjabi in the playground.

In playground interaction among boys in early adolescence, for example, it was
quite common for Panjabi bilinguals to invite monolingual friends of Anglo and African
Caribbean descent either to say things in Panjabi, or to respond to Panjabi questions.
These invitations to use another language normally contained elements which lay just
beyond the learner's grasp, and the fact that an important element of what was being said
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to the second language learner was incomprehensible to them was crucial, generating a
great deal of the entertainment (see Rampton 1991:230-4, 1995:Ch 7).  Learners had to
operate just beyond the limits of their linguistic competence, and playfully speaking, their
reputations depended on their performance.  Here is an example:

Extract 5
Participants: Mohan (male, 13 years, Indian descent, wearing a radio-microphone),
Sukhbir (male, 13 years, Indian descent), Jagdish (male, 13, Indian), David (male, 12,
African Caribbean), Pritam (male, Indian), others
Setting: Breaktime outside.  Mohan, Jagdish and David are best friends

1  Jagdish: ((turning to David, speaking in Panjabi)

2        [´ tu lçR´ di bUn m√Reg´]
            ((Approximate translation:  do you want to bum Laura?))

3  Sukhbir: | ha ha ha ha ha

4   Others: | ((laughter for about three seconds))

5    David: no I don't think so

6  Jagdish: DAVID (.) no I said that- that means that you're-

7           are you going to beat Laura up

8    David: no=

9  Sukhbir: =yeh it does, it does |(it does)

10   David: ((smile voice))       |that- that means [h] are you

11          going to make her pregnant=

12 Sukhbir: =NO:: | (       )

13   Mohan:       | no

     ((a few moments later))

21 Jagdish: SAY IT TO HIM (.) say it to him say it to him

22          |say it to him     [meRi mA)di]
            |        ((Trans: my  mum's  fanny))

23  Others: | ((laughter))

24    Anon: go on

25   David: I | don't want to say that

26 Jagdish:   | NO SAY IT TO HIM  GO ON  say it to him

27    Anon: ha | ha ha ha ha

28    Anon:    |   go on

29   David:    | (it says- your go- )

30          it means that | MY mum's got a -

31 Jagdish:               | eh?

32          no   say ((... the 'elicitations' continue))

Here, a minimal and unconfident knowledge of Panjabi was drawn into traditional
playground practice, in variations on the verbal routines which the Opies describe as
"incrimination traps" (Opie & Opie 1959:Ch4).  Placed in situations of this kind, a
number of strategies were available to an L2 Panjabi speaker aware of the insufficiency of
their linguistic knowledge, and in this extract, David's could be characterised as a knowing
refusal.  Another commonly used tactic was to ask a friend:

"my friend, you know, he swears in Panjabi to English girls, and they go and ask an
Indian boy they know, and he tells them and tells them other words and they come
and say it to us".

Consultations of this kind were very commonly construed in pupil-teacher terms ("if
they're our friends, we teach them it"), although as illustrated in the episode above, you'd
be foolish to trust too much in the instruction that these provided:

"like Ishfaq tells... you know Alan Timms, if Alan Timms says 'teach me some dirty
words', Ishfaq makes him say swear words to himself ((laughs)), so he's saying it to
hims... he goes up to Asif and he says it and Asif starts laughing"

Particularly among 11 to 13 year old white and black boys, a high level of incompetence
in Panjabi generated a range of entertaining recreational activities, and when asked, they
said they wouldn't be interested in attending any formal Panjabi classes.  They didn't want
to improve their proficiency in Panjabi, and were evidently quite happy to remain
permanently as pre-elementary language learners.  The rudimentary Panjabi L2 learner
was a significant and enjoyable local identity.
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Following on from the way in which second language learning was taken up as a
salient issue for participants themselves, the evidence of language crossing also often
controverted the way in which code-switching is most commonly seen as being
coherently integrated into the communicative flow (see [b] above).  In the account given
by Gumperz and Auer, code-switching contributes to the production and interpretation of
meaning as a contextualisation cue, making relevant, maintaining, revising, or cancelling
any aspect of context which, in turn, is responsible for the interpretation of an utterance
in its particular locus of occurrence (Auer 1992:4).  Here code-switching is closely
integrated into the production of meaning, and it is one of a number of auxiliary elements
skillfully but unobtrusively regulating the way in which the main content of an exchange
is understood.  Language crossing sometimes operated like this in what Goffman calls the
"directional track" (1974:Ch7), but its position here was generally insecure  - see Hewitt
1986:Ch5, for example, on how white adolescents trying to use Creole sometimes had
black peers "laugh in their face" [pp 169, 181]).  Instead, crossing often made
code-switching a part of the 'main action' itself, an official focus of attention (see for
example Extract 5 in Note 10).  Indeed, hauling code selection out of the directional
track into the 'main action' was central to the denaturalisation of ethnicity that I've
attributed to language crossing (Sections 3 & 4.1 above).  Rather than leaving ethnic
resources as contextualisation cues shaping interaction doxically off-record and
out-of-frame, crossing frequently turned ethnicity into a focal object of play,
contemplation and dispute.   This leads into the final point.

4.4 Not just conversation
Both to do justice to a great deal of empirical data and to help refute ideas about its oddity
and deficiency, there has been a lot of emphasis on code-switching as an routine practice
in everyday conversation.  Increasingly, this characterisation of code-switching has been
informed by Conversation Analysis, itself an enormously valuable resource, making
available techniques of analysis with an outstanding record in the discovery of order and
skill in phenomena rejected by traditional linguistics.  It is very important in code-
switching research, however, to ensure that the governing notion of conversation is a
broad one, encompassing not just 'politeness' (or preference organisation) but also play,
ritualisation, and the interruption and suspension of routine reality production and
maintenance.   In the past, CA has been criticised for celebrating commonsense and
overemphasising harmonious cooperation (Thompson 1984:115-118; Fairclough
1992:19), and while there are now quite good grounds for questioning the validity of this
characterisationxi

, it is vital that code-switching research operates with a notion of
conversation that can accommodate a wide range of activities, including contradiction,
deception and ideology critique.

From the perspective of research on language crossing, it seems particularly
important not to conceptualise conversation as a genre distinct from stylisation and
artful performance.  As Bauman and Briggs stress, "performances are not simply artful
uses of language that stand apart both from day-to-day life", and indeed crucially,

"performances move the use of heterogeneous stylistic resources, context-
sensitive meanings, and conflicting ideologies into a reflexive arena where they
can be examined critically [...] Performance [...] provides a frame that invites
critical reflection on communicative processes". (Bauman & Briggs 1990:60)

All this seemed true in the performance of language crossing.  Firstly, crossing was often
set off from ordinary talk with only the lightest change of 'key' (Goffman 1974:Ch 3),
arising in spontaneous interaction in, for example, small scale speech acts such as
response cries, or in the vicinity of minor transgressions (see Extracts 3 and 4).  And
secondly, in the analysis sketched out in Section 3 above, crossing also constituted a
'heretical' challenge to dominant notions of ethnolinguistic identity and inheritance (for
elaborations, see Hewitt 1992; Rampton 1995a:Ch 12, 1995b).

With a refurbished notion of metaphorical code-switching (perhaps redesignated
'figurative'), and with a recognition that code changes can shift from simply being
contextualisation cues to becoming the central focus of interaction, it seems unlikely that
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code-switching research will be impeded by a restricted view of conversation as routine.
But to engage properly with the politics of language choice, to understand the ways in
which code-switching might disrupt common sense realities and initiate alternatives, it
will also be necessary to look closely at genres which are at some points really quite far
removed from everyday talk.

According to Bourdieu, if they are to be effective, challenges to dominant ways of
seeing the world need to operate in more than local conversation:

"Heretical discourse must not only help to sever the adherence to the world of
common sense by publicly proclaiming a break with the ordinary order, it must also
produce a new common sense and integrate within it the previously tacit and
repressed practices and experiences of an entire group, investing them with the
legitimacy conferred by public expression and collective recognition" (Bourdieu
1990:129 [emphases added])

As I pointed out in Section 4.1, there is now a growing number of studies which show
received ethnic categories being questioned and changed within local communities (Hewitt
1986; Gilroy 1987; Jones 1988; Back 1996), and in some cases, this includes analysis of
the micro-politics of daily interaction in terms that very obviously connect with my own
account of language crossing.  But in all of these studies, as well as in others (e.g. Woolard
1988, 1989), newly emergent interethnic sensibilities gain crucial sustenance from artful
public performances, particularly in popular music.xii

Of course, code-switching performances to a large public need not lend their
support only to new mixed communities.  They can just as easily endorse race
stratification and promote narrow and exclusive notions of ethnicity, as is evidenced in
the literature on Secondary Foreigner Talk (see Section 4.1 above).  And in just the same
way that positive models in the public media can impact on (broadly) conversational
activity, negative representations generated by this kind of mass media code-switching
can also interact with local practice in a variety of highly complex and unpredictable
ways (cf Rampton 1995a on stylised Asian English).

For code-switching research to overlook all these media representations and their
interaction with everyday practice would be to risk an account that is a partial as those
analyses of media discourse that neglect issues of local reception (Richardson 1994;
Rampton 1996:97-8).  In the end, an exclusive dedication to conversation as the only
empirical terrain could produce an analytic parochialism ill-tuned to the diaspora
multilingualisms currently emerging in urban areas at the intersection of global and local
(cf. Hewitt 1995; Hannerz 1989, 1990).  With its eyes glued only to the properties of
talk, research might end up waving an antiquated banner of holistic coherence at precisely
the moment when the crucial values became transition and hybridity.  Perhaps that is
something of an overstatement, but at the very least, if academic research seeks to fulfill
its potential as a way of helping to de-stigmatise vernacular practices, it needs to reckon
with the forms of public legitimation and abuse that are most readily recognised by the
people it is studying.  Conversation is important, but it is not the only thing that people
listen to.
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Notes

                                                

i.  This paper is also being published in P. Auer (ed) 1997/98 Code-switching in Conversation: Language,

Interaction and Identity (London: Routledge).  I am very grateful to Peter Auer and the participants of the
1995 Hamburg Workshop on Conversational Code-switching for valuable comments on an earlier draft of
this paper.  The research reported here was generously supported by the Economic and Social Research
Council (Grant no 00232390), the Leverhulme Trust, and the British Association for Applied Linguistics.

ii. In the ensuing extracts, transcription conventions are as follows:
[     ]IPA phonetic transcription (revised to 1979)
|

high stress

| low stress

/ low rise

| overlapping turns

|

= two utterances closely connected without a noticeable overlap, or

different parts of the single speaker's turn

(.) pause of less than one second

(1.5) approximate length of pause in seconds

p. piano / quietly

pp. very quietly

f. forte / loudly

ff. very loudly

CAPITALS loud

((    )) 'stage directions', or comments

(     )speech inaudible

(text) speech hard to discern, analyst's guess

bold instance of crossing of central interest in discussion

iii.  In this peer group, ritual abuse was called 'blowing'.

iv.  According to Pomerantz, when speakers introduce an assessment into a conversation, there is an

implicit invitation for recipients to respond with evaluations of their own: 'A recipient of an initial
assessment turns his or her attention to that which was just assessed and proffers his or her own assessment
of this referent' (Pomerantz 1984:62).  In general, second assessments that agree

"are performed with a minimization of gap between the prior turn's completion and the agreement turn's
initiation; disagreement components are frequently delayed within a turn or over a series of turns...
Absences of forthcoming agreements or disagreements by recipients, [absences realised with] gaps,
requests for clarification and the like, are interpretable as instances of unstated, or as-yet-unstated,
disagreements" (Pomerantz 1984:65)

In lines 43 and 44, Sally makes a positive assessment of a Panjabi song (here [u  t  ti  he]).  But she

elicits no response (marked by the micro-pause) and elaborates the evaluation on her own:

  43 Sally: ((sings pp.)) [u   t  ti he]((speaking)) ((p.)) that's a

  44        good 'un as well  (.) Imran likes that one  (.)

In fact, though, 'disagreement' doesn't adequately capture the way Gurmit participates in this extract.  In
lines 39 and 40, Gurmit responds to Sally's first (first) assessment by providing some information about the
songs in question, in a noticeably unenthusiastic lowered voice:

  39 Sally: ((speaking)) my favourite song that is you know

  40 Gurm.: ((p.))it's from Heera  (.)

Here, she acts as a source of knowledge rather than as a fellow bhangra fan, and her self-positioning as an
authority placed above the commitment of Sally and AnonA is made clearer in line 49:

  46 Sally: ((overhearing a song)) I LIKE THIS ONE

  47 AnonA: let me listen (1.0) what is it

  48 Sally: ((very quietly)) go on (2.0)

  49 Gurm.: I better have a check  (.)

Without (deigning to make) any elaborate show of it, Gurmit also indicates her superior knowledge in line
42, and in combination with her refusal to engage in agreement, or indeed explicit disagreement, her style of
interaction continually suggests that her knowledge of bhangra places her own tastes in a different league
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from Sally and AnonA's, making it impossible for her to engage in any meaningful discussion about likes
and dislikes.

v.  For example,   

   71 Sally: that's a good 'un, that's a good 'un (.)

   72   ?  : ((short quiet laugh)) (6.0)

   79 Sally:  I love that tape (.) he brings it round my

   80         house and I listen to it

   81 Sally: it sounds

   82        English don' it (3.0)

   83 AnonA: (           ) (.)

   84 Sally: it does dunnit a bit (.)

vi.  This certainly seemed to be the case in some of the longer pauses (e.g. line 54), and more generally, the
girls' orientation to the music was clearly evidenced in the way they used exophorically deictic 'this' in lines
46, 50 and 53.

vii.  Sally's relatively hushed utterances in lines 43 and 44 could be taken as an acceptance of these other

claims on their involvement.

viii.  'Liminality' is a concept developed by Victor Turner in particular, drawing on anthropological studies

of initiation rites in tribal and agrarian societies.  These rites have three phases: separation, in which
initiands leave their childhood life behind; transition; and then incorporation, in which they are returned to
new, relatively stable and well-defined positions in society, now a stage further on in life's cycle (Turner
1982:24).  Turner concentrates on the transitional middle phase, which he calls 'liminal':

"During the intervening phase of transition [...] the ritual subjects pass through a period and area of
ambiguity, a sort of social limbo which has few [...] of the attributes of either the preceding or
subsequent social statuses or cultural states [...] In liminality, [everyday] social relations may be
discontinued, former rights and obligations are suspended, the social order may seem to have been
turned upside down" (Turner 1982:24,27).

It is not possible to argue directly from this account of traditional ritual to the kinds of urban social
relationship addressed in my own research.  But Turner extends the notion of liminality into a form that fits
more easily with practices common in industrial society, and he calls these 'liminoid'    ('-oid' meaning 'like',
'resembling' but not identical).  The distinction between liminal and liminoid can be hard to draw, but while,
for example, liminal practices tend to contribute to the smooth functioning of social systems, liminoid
practices are often creative, containing social critiques and exposing wrongs in mainstream structures and
organisation (1982:45).  Similarly, liminality tends to involve symbols with common intellectual and
emotional meaning for all members of the group, while "liminoid phenomena tend to be more idiosyncratic,
quirky, to be generated by specific named individuals and in particular groups" (1982:54).  For fuller
discussion in the context of language crossing, see Rampton 1995:Ch7.9; in the context of 'new ethnicities',
cf Back 1996.

ix. "We are beginning to see constructions of [...] a new conception of ethnicity: a new cultural politics which

engages rather than suppresses difference and which depends, in part, on the cultural construction of new
ethnic identities [...] What is involved is the splitting of the notion of ethnicity between, on the one hand
the dominant notion which connects it to nation and 'race' and on the other hand what I think is the
beginning of a positive conception of the ethnicity of the margins, of the periphery [...] this is not an
ethnicity which is doomed to survive, as Englishness was, only by marginalising, dispossessing,
displacing and forgetting other ethnicities.  This precisely is the ethnicity predicated on difference and
diversity." (Hall 1988:29)

x.  The case against SLA research as it is most commonly practised requires much more elaboration than I

can give it here.  For further discussion, see Rampton 1987, 1991, 1995a:Ch11.5, 1997, forthcoming.

xi. See Goodwin 1990 in particular.  In fact, one can quite easily argue the converse case - that ideological

discourse analyses need CA - and this can be seen even in a masterly study like Hill & Hill's account of
Mexicano (1986).  When Hill and Hill use the notion of double-voicing, they suggest that hesitations and
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dysfluencies around code-mixing reflect the fact that the utterance has become "a translinguistic battlefield
upon which two ways of speaking struggle for dominance" (1986:392-3).  It sounds here as though the
speaker is an empty vessel, and his/her strategic management of the relationship with the interlocutors is
rather neglected.  A more fully interactional account would need to consider the extent to which, for example,
hesitations and dysfluency were in fact influenced by preference organisation - rather than being at the
mercy of conflicting voices, these patterns might actually reflect the speaker's fully controlled display of the
dispreferred status of the code-selection coming next.

xii. In Britain, there are now a number of accounts of music which involves cross-ethnic code-switching

between Creole, local vernacular English, Black American Vernacular, and/or Panjabi - see e.g. Gilroy 1987:194-
7; Hebdige 1987:149-52; Jones 1988:54-6; Back 1995, 1996:Ch8.  See also Rampton 1995:Part IV.


